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to the cited: U.N.  

intro; at least one title   I, Goura Fotadar, inventor/leader  (circa / since approx. age 12) of the 

system, organization ... (leader of among other ... ) of the cited: U.N. have to send in this 

personal medical report  

+ topic of relevance       on homeless enmeshment deployment from the "civilized" part of the 

world (un-armed, un-badged (well, on me state) i.e. not to speak of my badges external to my 

body, belongings; at other places). Despite  

+ intro: others  

+ situational context     much effort from several but certainly not all parties  

                                   the bathroom situation in homelessness in the 

                                   relevance of civilization but maybe not just has  

                                   reached a personal medical welfare report, at least.  

Thus far in most homeless situations except for volunteer work;  

and contexts; the 2-4 stalls for a population of 100 people [per context] 

present, or even 40 (with usually max 2 sinks) has produced a toilet + sink (for cleaning purposes, 

too)  
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situation that is not accessible [sp?] except for an excessive usually hostile few. Usually despite 

excessive cleaning same situation too [usually, usually] 

often presents especially a toilet that is un-use-able and takes excessive time to personally clean 

before nearly each use. As is likely obvious this lack of  

toilet access has left my already furrowed physical health in an even more intolerable state; 

during this enmeshed deployment (so for nearly 6 years in phases)  

 

Pronto-line: [demarcates transitions of hygiene] The cited: navy response group and I have 

considered [including practiced as needed]; scheduling in thought times to use the rest-room that 

are not contained in regular signaled development training [of humanity including as usually, 

usually relating species]; i.e. the cultural cliché, now is a good time again to consider using the 

rest-room (and clean self) despite signal internal not quite yet going off ... etc. In addition I have 

considered allotting through subsequent internal system [including internal to system outer 

consciousness-es] and consciousness request a larger invention proceeding budget and standard 

staple militia {actual consented by leader members only and not usual demarcations} to the 90s 

obviosity; building more futuristic toilet and toilet + cleaning regiments [sinks, ...] that can easily 

be adapted albeit there has been not much time to conceive this, these ; since other more 

important matters have been instead considered; yet the use of the toilet and its supplements has 

transist-ed itself one of the top, upcoming and current priorities in hopes of functional humanities.  

topics: humanitarian connected deployments, civilized? versions, hygiene, essential hygiene 

amenities, unjust bullying, medical health 

 

theme: of course in conversations of combat, reconnaissance, the -oilet loss and deprivation causes 

homelessness forward, backward, while  

accompanying music citation: tlc, what about your friends 


